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 Recent advancements in the field of information security have underscored 
the imperative to fine-tune Bcrypt parameters, particularly focusing on the 
optimal number of rounds as the objective of research. The methode of 
research is a Brute Force Search method to find the optimal value of bcrypt 
rounds. The primary focal point of optimization lies in the number of Bcrypt 
rounds due to its direct impact on security levels. Elevating the number of 
rounds serves to fortify the security of the Bcrypt algorithm, rendering it 
more resilient against brute-force attacks. The execution of the Bcrypt 
rounds in the experimental method mirrors real-world scenarios, specifically 
in the evaluation of Bcrypt parameters with a focus on entropy assessment of 
the hash. The selection of the number of rounds should consider the specific 
needs of the system, where security takes precedence or faster performance 
is a crucial factor. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Recent advancements in information security have underscored the imperative to fine-tune Bcrypt 
parameters, particularly focusing on the optimal number of rounds. The selection of secure parameter 
configurations for cryptographic schemes necessitates a meticulous assessment of the attack cost required to 
compromise the scheme's integrity [1]. Numerous existing solutions geared towards enhancing data security 
rely on multi-round functions, resulting in prolonged execution times and heightened memory consumption 
[2]. However, a pioneering algorithm has been introduced, leveraging the reflective property inherent in a 
balanced binary search tree data structure, thereby minimising operational overhead while concurrently 
achieving a commendable level of security. Furthermore, a comprehensive evaluation of both the 
performance and security aspects of this algorithm has been conducted, comparing it with symmetric 
encryption algorithms like the Advanced Encryption Standard and Data Encryption Standard [3]. These 
recent breakthroughs underscore the criticality of optimising parameters, particularly the number of rounds, 
to fortify data security across diverse applications. 

The primary focal point of optimization lies in the number of Bcrypt rounds due to its direct impact 
on security levels. Elevating the number of rounds serves to fortify the security of the Bcrypt algorithm, 
rendering it more resilient against brute-force attacks. This is attributed to the fact that each round of Bcrypt 
involves multiple iterations of a key derivation function, consequently heightening the computational cost for 
any would-be attacker attempting to decipher the password. The augmentation in the number of rounds not 
only extends the time required for hash computation but also amplifies the complexity, thereby presenting a 
formidable challenge for an attacker in their pursuit to crack the password. Consequently, the optimization of 
the number of Bcrypt rounds emerges as a critical endeavour, essential for striking a delicate equilibrium 
between security and performance [4]. 

https://ejournals.itda.ac.id/index.php/compiler/
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Elevating the number of Bcrypt rounds serves as a strategic enhancement to security, introducing 
formidable challenges for potential attackers engaging in brute force endeavours. The Bcrypt algorithm 
strategically incorporates random salts to thwart the creation of lookup tables, thereby intensifying the 
complexity of deciphering the original plaintext. However, the efficacy of the Bcrypt algorithm in ensuring 
security is not uniform across all character types. For instance, alphabetic characters comprising a total of 4 
characters can be unravelled to their original plaintext within 4 days, whereas numeric characters, totalling 7 
characters, pose a decryption challenge lasting a mere 10 hours. In contrast, a combination of mixed 
characters with a total of 7 characters proves impervious to decryption attempts within a 5-day timeframe. 
Consequently, while augmenting the number of Bcrypt rounds undeniably bolsters security, it introduces a 
nuanced dynamic wherein the overall system performance may be impacted, notably through a substantial 
increase in the decryption time required [5]. 

The optimization of Bcrypt parameters, especially the meticulous adjustment of the number of 
rounds, stands as a pivotal factor in the enhancement of system security. As the number of rounds increases, 
the computational cost of hashing passwords escalates, introducing formidable barriers for potential attackers 
attempting brute-force or dictionary attacks on passwords. The exponential growth in time required to 
compute the hash function with each additional round significantly impedes the attacker's progress. 
Furthermore, a higher number of rounds extends the temporal window available for the implementation of 
security patches and updates, consequently mitigating the risk of vulnerabilities being exploited. Thus, the 
strategic optimization of the number of rounds within Bcrypt parameters emerges as indispensable in 
fortifying system security and safeguarding user passwords [6]. 

The meticulous selection of secure parameter sets for cryptographic schemes is contingent upon the 
precise estimation of attack costs aimed at compromising these schemes [1]. In the ongoing NIST 
standardization process for post-quantum schemes, there is a heightened emphasis on the necessity for 
accurate estimation of attack costs, particularly as the selection of final candidates approaches. Recent 
assessments of code-based schemes have cast doubt on the proclaimed security of many proposals, 
underscoring the critical importance of precise estimations [7]. Furthermore, the incorporation of recent 
algorithmic advancements in decoding linear codes, such as information set decoding (ISD) in conjunction 
with nearest neighbour search, plays a pivotal role in ensuring accurate estimates of attack costs [8]. Practical 
formulas for attack costs have been formulated and are now accessible online, delivering classical and 
quantum estimates for the bit security of current code-based NIST proposals.[9] 

Contemporary data security solutions necessitate the implementation of multi-round functions to 
thwart differential and linear attacks. Nevertheless, this strategy entails prolonged execution times and 
increased memory consumption, rendering it less ideal for large datasets or systems sensitive to delays [2]. 

The recently introduced algorithm seeks to enhance Bcrypt parameters through the strategic 
utilization of the reflective features inherent in a balanced binary search tree data structure [2]. This algorithm 
effectively reduces overhead by harnessing the reflective property of a balanced binary search tree, leading to 
diminished execution times and lower memory consumption [10]. Notably, it incorporates a dynamic offset 
mechanism to achieve an elevated level of security [11]. In performance comparisons, the proposed 
algorithm surpasses symmetric encryption counterparts such as the Advanced Encryption Standard and Data 
Encryption Standard in terms of both running time and memory usage [12].  

The recently introduced algorithm detailed in these papers represents a notable advancement in 
bolstering the security of symmetric encryption algorithms like AES and DES. Notably, the Improved DES 
algorithm exhibits heightened resilience against differential cryptanalysis compared to its predecessor DES 
[13]. The Optimized Advanced Encryption Standard (OAES) algorithm further elevates encryption and 
decryption complexity through the incorporation of random values, a random S-Box, and chaotic maps, 
fortifying resistance against attempts to decipher the original text [14]. Despite an increase in computational 
time, the fusion of AES and LUC algorithms within a hybrid scheme proves advantageous for enhancing data 
security [15]. Summing up the findings, review articles assert that refining the AES algorithm holds 
considerable promise for data encryption, particularly in response to the evolving landscape of computational 
power and the advent of quantum computers [16]. Another crypto algorithm introduced in one of the papers 
specifically aims to enhance cryptographic strength and withstand prevailing cryptanalysis methods [17]. 

This research adopts an experimental approach to optimize Bcrypt parameters, especially in 
determining the optimal number of rounds to improve security and system performance. This experimental 
design is designed to compare different Bcrypt spin configurations and analyze their impact on security and 
performance, with an emphasis on entropy assessment. 

 
2. RESEARCH METHOD 

The method of research is a Brute Force Search method to find the optimal value of bcrypt rounds. 
In this method, the program iteratively tests each round value in the list num_rounds_list and records the 
resulting hashing time and entropy for each round. Then, from all the resulting values, the program selects 
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the round that provides the fastest hashing time (min_time) and a reasonable entropy (above 0.5, under 
certain assumptions). That is the round that is considered optimal. In the context of searching for the optimal 
value of a bcrypt round, the entropy that is considered "reasonable" is above 0.5 because this value indicates 
a high level of randomness. If the entropy is too low, then the resulting hash may be more predictable and 
vulnerable to brute force attacks or other attacks. By choosing an entropy value above 0.5, we can ensure that 
the resulting hash has a higher level of security. However, determining this "reasonable" entropy value 
depends on the needs and security policies of the system in question [18]. The execution of the Bcrypt rounds 
in the experimental method mirrors real-world scenarios, specifically in the evaluation of Bcrypt parameters 
with a focus on entropy assessment of the hash. This method employs a combination of classical and 
contemporary cryptography/cryptanalysis algorithms and techniques to thoroughly examine the security 
aspects of Bcrypt. It's important to note that, as of now, quantum cryptography is not incorporated into this 
method [17]. 

A representative dataset fortifies the credibility of research outcomes by ensuring that the data 
employed for analysis faithfully mirrors the target population or input space [19]. In the realm of entropy 
assessment, the utilization of a representative dataset becomes paramount to evaluate the diversity and 
imbalance within the dataset, particularly when protected attributes lack clear labels [20]. By approximating 
the disparity of an unlabeled dataset concerning a protected attribute through a controlled set of labeled 
representative examples, researchers can proficiently scrutinize the dataset's diversity [21]. This method 
facilitates a cost-effective evaluation of dataset representativeness and empowers downstream applications to 
derive precise inferences from the data [22]. In this research, the dataset used is a combination of plaintext 
consisting of uppercase letters, lowercase letters, numbers, and characters. The variable is a change in the 
dataset, namely the combination that occurs in the plaintext. 

The initial steps taken to establish the baseline for Bcrypt parameters are not explicitly outlined in 
the provided abstracts. Nevertheless, the security assessment does encompass an analysis of system entropy. 
One paper proposes an entropy weight-TOPSIS algorithm as a comprehensive evaluation method for 
enhancing security in power information systems [23]. Another paper delves into the application of entropy 
analysis to identify anomalies within an information system's event log, serving as an indicator of potential 
unauthorized activities [24]. Additionally, a differential entropy model is employed to scrutinize the 
functional processes of a clocked network synchronization system, emphasizing information security 
objectives [25]. While the specific procedures for measuring Bcrypt parameters remain undisclosed, the 
security evaluation process consistently integrates system entropy analysis across various contexts.  

The research method was carried out in stages as follows. 
Research Design Phase 

This study adopts an experimental approach to optimize Bcrypt parameters, especially in 
determining the optimal number of rounds to enhance system security and performance. This 
experimental design is crafted to compare various configurations of Bcrypt rounds and analyze their 
impacts on security and performance, with a focus on entropy assessment. 
The variables taken for this research are the dependent and independent variables. 

a. Independent Variable: Number of Bcrypt rounds. 
b. Dependent Variable: 

i. Security: Evaluate encryption strength by measuring system entropy. 
ii. Performance: Execution time 

2. Implementation: 
Implementation is carried out in a test environment that reflects real scenarios. Use of 

representative datasets   
to validate security and measure entropy levels. Experiment Procedure: 

i. Initial Measurements: 
Selection of Bcrypt initial parameters as a baseline. 
Security measurement with system entropy evaluation and performance analysis. 

ii. Rounds Variations: 
Gradually adjusted the number of Bcrypt rounds. 
Involves various levels of rounds and the recording of results. 

iii. Outcome Measurement: 
1) Security evaluation: Calculate the entropy value and analyze the security distribution. 
2) Performance analysis: Records execution time for each configuration. 

3. Analysis of Results: 
To carry out analysis of research results, several things are done, namely: 

a) Execution Time Comparison: 
The program measures the execution time for each round of Bcrypt. The execution time data is then 
printed in tabular form. 
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b) Entropy Calculation: 
For each Bcrypt hash, the program calculates the entropy of that hash. 
Entropy is a measure of the uncertainty or complexity of data. The higher the entropy, the more 
complex (random) the data is. Entropy data is printed in tabular form. 

c) Optimal Rounds Selection: 
The program searches for optimal Bcrypt rounds based on certain criteria. The criteria used here are 
minimal execution time and entropy that meets a certain threshold (here, the assumption is that 
entropy is more than 0.5). The optimal rounds along with execution time and entropy information 
are printed. 

d) Performance Visualization: 
The program creates a visual graph to show the relationship between the number of Bcrypt rounds 

and execution time. The graph helps to see the performance trend of Bcrypt with an increasing number of 
rounds. 

 
3. RESULT DAN ANALYSIS  

3.1. Result of research 
This research uses 2 parameters, namely plaintext as a password and a round of computing the Bcrypt 

algorithm. The results are in the form of a table of computational results and a graph of processing time 
against the number of rounds. 
 

Table 1. Computation Results with plaintext password123 
 

Number 
of 

Rounds 

Hashed Password Elapsed 
Time 

Entropy 

4 $2b$04$tqEy1bN0xkSPRRwDkj1PJueyyXUJP8vtHoCh59KV8a
V5.IjmhffEa 

0 5,169146221 

5 $2b$05$Ufi35aBL/fSjqxKpeINaaOzLTqEoDvZnMrTHkmXwyo
hEavd03TBZW 

0,006453991 5,248394346 

6 $2b$06$4lN8HSLMHJhoWg9pkYenPuL9JFqmthpSIhpJ9sYo97
TZYH/8cUT46 

0,001602173 5,064735179 

7 $2b$07$poku2GS44rnToKwtIjMxouYlFiQLEQu29JdHiW4Mt1
bgU2TOOrRUa 

0,011757374 5,156564762 

8 $2b$08$yOoXlsZ0RaCWY7MlvUjLUuScu4LDWrycc9jlkOOM
U.wTOGWYq2YnW 

0,016876936 5,01064997 

9 $2b$09$3MOSCx2CWgXGWFhclDucu.eZJAKzKcP7NJhyCBX
FO4g4CoFBcNdyS 

0,027948618 5,015061012 

10 $2b$10$N2DyKMb/KcPvRmB9mc2O9.389rT9MojlLaQUFYA7
rrVysHwqPMDEi 

0,048809052 5,223231429 

11 $2b$11$dBeNQRdULkfhwyxqE7/FEe84bxbH6Z8IavvLrvFdGV
w2q3bKaaSCO 

0,101196289 5,123231429 

12 $2b$12$w2eWD9FPuK7L/q9gDtA3geDV4ixYDOOdmLHi3pjF
EDDECpn37IY.O 

0,224820137 4,998068512 

13 $2b$13$zn2vmfH.JoW4ENUw8E4Wg.WEJyHylx.ExIrRpA.OM
XUvxBveZAvaG 

0,417205095 5,035812887 

14 $2b$14$RpG/I7cRVpL4nvrjGsFnR.42l/9gffD.7Fyojzw6q6RXT
MVIfXnLy 

0,829048872 4,989898095 

15 $2b$15$9SuRz6usxq9pm0CoN61aYeJPHKckdK70oocE3Tnj2d
PFcM04IB.Di 

1,646036148 5,323231429 

16 $2b$16$fvYOSVAEBjSCSQQtjGwLO.9Wshl7uCnGThRXQeJ
Ods5wloISM8/L6 

3,313323021 5,235812887 
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Figure 1. Graph of processing time against number of rounds with plaintext password123 
 

 
Table 2. Computation Results with plaintext PassworD123 

 
4 $2b$04$3xdlF/BfxVIgVmFt1eHB8eY1.TOUDbdygF.L7qLJaWYm

LLHBrLlp6 
0,000541687 5,0756522 

5 $2b$05$y0Zt2fjPqUUWrGiNRZsDI.ckUU.0cCgLCTIzFkCmv0rB2v8
cmCwVa 

0,002761841 5,0358129 

6 $2b$06$ijDpD1DnndMl6qBV/8eTW.PCreItnkh5hdLKIkBLOAlafCt
fBKQIK 

0,003081799 5,0980685 

7 $2b$07$sYtejMYu695Ij6QAILW/R.otTPHFfaGsW.xvAOBNpCMB
n0jU5sc.u 

0,006700516 5,2232314 

8 $2b$08$ic8yCNt7FLxhbZ32bGopH.1e8.ujuX0/y1hH9jNlkisDUuV
e0f.L2 

0,014529228 5,0521537 

9 $2b$09$syUPI/SQyT87dfyRE9lss.FYMNDB3afpsEeOgsCXjmB4iW
6kb5Zay 

0,027893305 5,3008151 

10 $2b$10$z/AUNidc6YtYQY.3DSh8h.2xR/USs2zfNyth02LiPn1ARc7
MNZBb6 

0,053171396 4,9898981 

11 $2b$11$29e79Xn7JeMnEDuaErLK/O2x/c3jj1R6FpaOoZeJRlTW8
2S7nj5Pu 

0,106057644 5,0314018 

12 $2b$12$dguwE6R9vDU6.Y7a/pSBgOOufGfOo4xWF7HeMituAnu
.xTJ46BBDO 

0,215544939 5,1358129 

13 $2b$13$lFPahOUFfiYY9NJbTV2k2e4gxidipXQsNYOoI6D.VfJyPEA
WTfy9a 

0,439144373 5,1439833 

14 $2b$14$kfBqKPHyzzWH.QkoanM8wOl36hO13ve12mOkuADPZd
OCeB9o0f3XW 

0,840708733 5,1565648 

15 $2b$15$zMU1L1IW8NlEhzdQebaUx.82GgeB.P0qvv3eIeB9Y7UD
oISzYv15q 

1,698556423 4,9773166 

16 $2b$16$Ho8ZPKhrIBjaNuSvtkgbU.YfK1JhrfU/frouqg2dVPJ8rPd8
TLJ46 

3,388232708 5,01065 
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Figure 2. Graph of processing time against number of rounds with plaintext PassworD123 
 
 

Table 3. Computation Results with plaintext P@sswo&D123 
 
Number 

of 
Rounds 

Hashed Password Elapsed Time Entropy 

4 $2b$04$B.X59x2jmkY0B9NIMttD4u9nw2RrG/4meYQSCuCov
pLLsNfdO6vX. 

0,001993895 5,1898981 

5 $2b$05$Jky0EFGNqCfWl4MajKmET.FrtccnGm3cdG8JAI8m7Y
YBVQrrGhqQW 

0,002193928 5,1565648 

6 $2b$06$7SYDZjv/vnNNF9.JqHd4huTuzvNlEuign6m9d4sQ6/Z
gkh2nxR6nO 

0,001741409 5,0565648 

7 $2b$07$vL2UG0.zrtLSNqE3uVXAKOw1CzOqm2MfCG30tmX
uUPCTBCgnBTOn2 

0,012084484 4,9691462 

8 $2b$08$MggPMCY59WJQM6lZPojTN.07JmpfmxFuXo8872N
b6va9KEgFb4q5C 

0,01700592 5,0773166 

9 $2b$09$TKAL9dnRB1DDs.Rxag3E7.ojAgL9J.LwDyP/BSdvdM4
2f7wMXd5GC 

0,025664091 5,11065 

10 $2b$10$A2b8CAMlAH3QzNuk0o0mFepHC8WpTDd9dlNsVx7
JI5t1d/22YESEG 

0,046864033 5,1565648 

11 $2b$11$F8jjllbMIsOWY.6hDNz/peti3.ss5.oeWTCPPHdmi/So
XD03.PVPS 

0,117500544 5,0817277 

12 $2b$12$ncG8lsRVgAHX9E0xjjz7fOH/AvpLt8Zu1/x0yhFJVwG
GXyFgT1vuy 

0,216552258 5,1232314 

13 $2b$13$kZCIl6JumsVn2xRogzIOI.qVn356nWv9KE4cACb/H/q
fsLjSvi2Ti 

0,417686939 5,2565648 

14 $2b$14$aS3HUoSSgIPrwCOUroKjSuazaSGIOs3xKXTlwPa2bM
eeHT4FeLKeW 

0,827562809 4,8549003 

15 $2b$15$jWnkhPbYU/EOGPOy0NwLMOHaxw.lHvrwzcEklWo
AeWx6bjw84Vtw. 

1,658444643 5,1297374 

16 $2b$16$Hi7mdywSqjmnjcB144ZLhO9ArGFD0nawqi1yFPupG
F5xuP68FqpNO 

3,317967653 5,1024796 
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Figure 3. Graph of processing time against number of rounds with plaintext P@sswo&D123 

 
3.2. Analysis  

In the experiment above, research was carried out to optimize Bcrypt parameters by varying the number 
of rounds in the hashing process. Here are some key findings from the analysis of the trial results: 

1. Password: password123 
Time Growth and Entropy: 
Hashing time tends to increase as the number of rounds increases. 
Entropy tends to hover around a high value and is relatively stable throughout the spin variation. 
Optimality: 
The optimal number of rounds can be determined based on the fastest hashing time and still high 
enough entropy. In this case, rounds 4 may be considered optimal because they provide relatively 
fast hashing times and high levels of entropy. 
 

b. Password: PasswordD123 
Time Growth and Entropy: 
Just as before, hashing time tends to increase with increasing rounds. 
Entropy is generally high, and spin variations do not have a dramatic impact on entropy. 
Optimality: 
Round 4 may be considered the optimal choice as it provides fast hashing times and a remaining 
high entropy level. 

c. Password: P@sswo&D123 
Time Growth and Entropy: 
Just as before, hashing time tends to increase with increasing rounds. 
Entropy is generally high, and spin variations do not have a dramatic impact on entropy. 
Optimality: 
Round 4 may be considered the optimal choice as it provides fast hashing times and a remaining 
high entropy level. 

d. Password: PasswordD123 
Time Growth and Entropy: 
The hashing time again increases as the rounds increase. 
Entropy remains high and stable over a certain range of values. 
Optimality: 
Rounds 4 can be considered optimal choices as they provide a combination of fast hashing times and 
high levels of entropy. 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
Based on the findings obtained from the tests carried out, it can be concluded, among other things: 
1. Security and Performance Trade-off: It was found that there was a trade-off between the level 
of security (entropy) and performance (having time). The selection of the number of rounds should 
consider the specific needs of the system, where security takes precedence or faster performance is a 
crucial factor. 
2. Entropy Threshold Value: In this analysis, the entropy threshold value that is considered 
reasonable is 0.5. This value can be adjusted based on the security policy in place. 
3. Customisation Based on Use Case: The optimal choice of rounds can vary depending on the 
characteristics of the password used and the priority between security and performance. 
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4. The results of this analysis provide a basis for selecting optimal Bcrypt parameters in each 
scenario. 
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